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Purpose: To evaluate chronic myeloid leukemia (CML) patients’ adherence to peroral tyrosine
kinase inhibitors in Finland and to compare this with adherence as estimated by their physicians. Other aspects studied included how patients’ knowledge of the disease and its treatment
influence adherence.
Materials and methods: A total of 120 CML patients were contacted between June 2012 and
September 2013 in eight secondary or tertiary care hospitals in Finland. Of these, 86 participated
in the study. This covers approximately 20% of all Finnish CML patients. The mean age was
57.8 years and 52% were male. Of the patients, 79.1% were using imatinib, 10.5% dasatinib,
and 10.5% nilotinib. The patient-reported adherence (experienced adherence) was evaluated
using the eight-item Morisky Medication Adherence Scale (MMAS). In addition, the treating
physicians were asked to give their subjective opinion on their patients’ adherence (observed
adherence). The experienced adherence was compared with the observed adherence using a
three-level rating system (high, medium, low). All patients were personally interviewed and
their demographic data collected. The statistical analysis of the data was based on descriptive
statistics presented as frequencies, percentages, means, and medians. The kappa coefficient was
calculated between the patient’s and the doctor’s assessment of adherence.
Results: A total of 23% (20/86) of the patients were fully adherent according to the MMAS,
while physicians evaluated 94% (80/86) of the patients as fully adherent. The physicians’
estimate was too optimistic in 73% of cases. The discrepancy was confirmed by a kappa value
of -0.004. The patients’ knowledge of the disease and its treatment was poor in all adherence
levels.
Conclusion: The patient-reported adherence to tyrosine kinase inhibitor treatments in Finland
was found to be the same as that found in the majority of previous studies. However, there
seems to be a very weak agreement between the patient’s and the physician’s assessment of
adherence. This study suggests that physicians overestimate the adherence of CML patients
and base their assessment primarily on the clinical treatment response.
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Chronic myeloid leukemia (CML) is a disease characterized by a consistent chromosomal abnormality (the Philadelphia [Ph] chromosome), which carries a unique
fusion gene called BCR-ABL1.1 CML has three stages: chronic; accelerated; and blast
crisis. Approximately 85% of CML cases are diagnosed in the chronic phase.2 In the
absence of medication, the disease progresses from chronic to accelerated to the blast
phase and is fatal.
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After the invention of the first tyrosine kinase inhibitor
(TKI), imatinib (Glivec®), 10 years ago, CML has been
transformed from a fatal illness to a chronic one.1 During the
last 5 years, second-generation TKIs (dasatinib, nilotinib)
have been developed, giving physicians more options to
treat CML patients. Prior to the introduction of TKIs, the
median survival for patients with CML was approximately
4 years.3 The progression of the disease has slowed: nowadays only 7% of patients progress to the accelerated or blast
phases,4 and overall survival rates are almost 90% (89% at
5 years and 88% at 6 years).5,6 In practice, this means that
the disease is currently managed as long-term oral maintenance therapy by the patient at home. This is a dramatic
improvement compared with the time before the launch of
modern TKIs.
Regular and adequate dosing is required to achieve
therapeutic outcomes by TKI therapy, though adherence is
critical.7 Adherence has been defined by the World Health
Organization as “the extent to which a person’s behavior –
taking medication, following a diet, and executing lifestyle
changes – corresponds with agreed recommendations from a
healthcare provider”.8 Many studies have demonstrated that
poor medication adherence is related to increased morbidity, mortality and health care costs.7,9,10 The nonadherence
rates for oral anticancer therapies vary, and the average rate
has been estimated as 21%.11 It is known that adherence to
oral CML therapy declines as the duration of the treatment
increases.12,13
Adherence to imatinib has been reported to range from
60%–97%.14,15 A Brazilian study applying the patientadministered 4-item Morisky Medication Adherence Scale
(MMAS) showed an even lower adherence rate of 51%–
57%.16 Adherence to second-line therapies with dasatinib
and nilotinib has varied.12,17
Variations in the reported adherence rates to TKIs in CML
treatment may be due to variations in the assessment methods.3 Most of the studies have applied patient surveys7,9,15–17 or
register-based adherence estimates.12 Little is known about
how treating physicians estimate their CML patients’ adherence to TKI therapies. No studies have compared patients’
and physicians’ adherence assessments to show how well
physicians are aware of potential adherence problems.
This information is essential because patients self-manage
their TKI therapies at home. The aim of this study was to
evaluate adherence to TKI medication (imatinib, dasatinib,
nilotinib) in adult CML patients in Finland who had been
on TKI medication for at least the last 6 months before the
assessment. Particularly, we were interested in comparing the
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adherence reported by patients with the adherence assessed
by their physicians (experienced versus observed adherence).
Other aspects studied included how patients’ knowledge of
the disease and its treatment influence adherence.

Materials and methods
The study period was from June 2012–September 2013.
All Finnish secondary and tertiary care hospitals (number
[n]=17) treating CML patients were invited to participate in
the study. Eight of them agreed to participate. The patients
were recruited for this study by the physicians treating CML
patients in these hospitals.
The exact number of CML patients in Finland is not
known, since there is no register covering all the patients.
However, almost all CML patients are on TKI medication,
which is fully reimbursed by the Public Social Insurance
covering the entire population.18 Reimbursements are managed by the Social Insurance Institution, Kela, which is
supervised by the government. In 2012, the number of CML
patients receiving reimbursement for TKI treatment was
450 (335 received imatinib, 51 dasatinib, and 64 nilotinib).
Based on this, we estimate that there are approximately
450 CML patients in Finland. CML medication costs KELA
€15 million a year.

Tools to evaluate adherence
Experienced adherence

Patient-reported adherence (experienced adherence) was
evaluated by using the eight-item MMAS.19 The MMAS is
a structured questionnaire validated to estimate adherence to
treatment and is widely used in chronic diseases. It was developed from Morisky’s previous four-item scale,20 which has
been used in two published CML adherence studies.16,21 The
eight-item scale consists of seven questions with “yes”
or “no” alternatives, and one item (the last one) features
a 5-point Likert scale (Table S1). The MMAS evaluates
items addressing the circumstances surrounding adherence
behavior.19 Each item measures a specific medication-taking
behavior and is not a determinant of adherence behavior.
The MMAS scores can range from 0–8 and have been
classified into three levels of adherence: high adherence
(score 8); medium adherence (score 6–7.75); and low adherence (score 6).19
As this is the first time MMAS has been used in a Finnishspeaking patient group, the instrument was translated into
Finnish using a method that assures its face validity.22 The
MMAS was first translated from English into Finnish. The
Finnish version was then independently translated by another
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translator back into English. If significant differences were
apparent, they were discussed until equivalence between both
versions was achieved.
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Observed adherence
In addition to the experienced adherence, we asked the
treating physicians to give their subjective opinion on their
patients’ adherence, which we defined as the observed
adherence. If the patient did not have a long-term doctor
relationship, the questions were put to the physician who had
treated the patient during the patient’s last appointment at the
hospital. The physician’s opinion was rated to represent
the following: 1) “high adherence” if the physician thought
the patient was taking the medication as prescribed (selection
of item 1); 2) “medium adherence” if there might be some
problems with medication taking (selection of item 2); and
3) “low adherence” if the doctor thought the patient had
severe problems and was nonadherent (selection of item 3)
(Table S2). The experienced adherence was compared with
the observed adherence using the three-level rating system
(high, medium, low) described above.

Patient interviews
All patients were interviewed in person and the MMAS
questions were asked at the beginning of the interview.
Interviews were digitally recorded, transcribed verbatim, and
analyzed. Each patient’s demographic data were collected
during the interview as follows: sex; age; marital status;
education; occupation; employment status; time from CML
diagnosis; time from diagnosis to the start of TKI treatment;
TKI medication; dose; line; duration of usage; comorbidities;
other medications; medication review; dosing time; number
of medical doctor (MD) visits during the last 12 months;
MD visits during the first year after TKI start; nurse contacts in 12 months; nurse contacts during the first year after
TKI start; phone contacts in the last 12 months; and days in
hospital/hospitalization for any reasons after CML diagnosis.
The patient’s knowledge of the disease and TKI treatment
was evaluated by asking five questions (Table S3). Every
correct answer scored 1 point (ie, the total score ranged
from 0–5 points).
At the time of the interview, the therapeutic response
to TKI was assessed according to the patient’s individual
follow-up schedule. All patients recruited gave their written
consent. The study protocol was approved by each participating hospital’s Ethical Committee.
The statistical analysis of the data was based on descriptive statistics calculated as frequencies, percentages, means,
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and medians. The kappa coefficient was calculated between
the patient’s and the doctor’s assessment of adherence.

Results
Patient population
During the 15-month study period (from June 2012–September
2013), 120 patients were contacted in eight hospitals (four
tertiary and four secondary care hospitals). A total of
86 patients participated in the study (approximately 20% of
all Finnish CML patients). Twenty-seven patients declined
and seven dropped out after the initial agreement because
of a deterioration in their general health, or because they
had second thoughts. In this patient population, the mean
time from CML diagnosis was 5 years (median: 4 years;
range: 1–17 years) (Table 1). The mean age at diagnosis
was 53 years (median: 52 years; range: 19–79 years). Patient
characteristics are shown in Table 1.

Medication/treatment
CML medication-related factors are shown in Table 1. Most
of the patients (79%) were receiving imatinib, 11% dasatinib,
and 11% nilotinib. Most of the patients were on first- (55%)
or second- (29%) line treatment. First-line treatment means
that the patients were on the same active substance and dose
as when they had started the treatment. Most (84%) of the
patients were taking a single dose, usually in the morning
(31%) or during lunchtime (27%). None of the patients had
a written treatment plan, and only 5% (n=4) had a list of
their medications.
Seventy-six percent of the patients had other diseases
(mean: 2; median: 1; range: 0–8) (Table 1). Eight percent of
the patients had previously had a diagnosis of at least one
other cancer (range: 0–3). Due to these comorbidities, the
patients were also using other medications, the mean number
of which was 2 (median: 1; range: 0–10).

Response to TKI treatment
The response to TKI treatment was high in this study, with
81% of the patients showing an optimal response to their
treatment according to European LeukemiaNet 2013 recommendations.23 One-third of the patients had shown a major
molecular response (MR3.0). The proportion of patients with
MR5.0 was very high (23%). The correlation between the
adherence rate and treatment response is shown in Table 2.

Knowledge of the disease
The CML patients’ knowledge of the disease and its treatment was poor, as they scored on average 1 point out of
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Table 1 Characteristics of the CML patients on TKI medication
involved in the study (n=86)
Variables
Sex, n (%)
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Agea (years)

Age at diagnosis (years)

Time from diagnosis (years)

TKI medication-related factors
TKI medication, n (%)

Line, n (%)

Number of TKI doses per day, n (%)
Visits and contacts with health personnel
MD visits in the last 12 months

MD visits during the first year after
diagnosis

Phone contacts in the last 12 months

Adherence aids
Written treatment plan, n (%)
List of medications, n (%)
Pill dispenser, n (%)
Mobile phone reminder, n (%)
Knowledge total score, n (%)

Male

45 (52.3)

Female
Mean (SD)
Median
Range
Mean (SD)
Median
Range
Mean (SD)
Median
Range

41 (47.7)
57.8 (12.1)
59.0
25.0–83.0
52.7 (12.3)
52.0
19.0–79.0
5.1 (3.7)
4.0
0.5–17.0

Imatinib
Dasatinib
Nilotinib
First
Second
Third
Fourth
One
Two

68 (79.1)
9 (10.5)
9 (10.5)
47 (54.7)
25 (29.1)
13 (15.1)
1 (1.2)
72 (83.7)
14 (16.3)

Mean (SD)
Median
Range
Mean (SD)

2.2 (1.8)
2.0
0–12
4.1 (1.5)

Median
Range
Mean (SD)
Median
Range

4
1–12
0.7 (1.7)
0
0–12

No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
0
1
2
3
4
5

86 (100)
0
82 (95.3)
4 (4.7)
69 (80.2)
17 (19.8)
76 (88.4)
10 (11.6)
28 (32.6)
30 (34.9)
15 (17.4)
7 (8.1)
4 (4.7)
2 (2.3)

Note: aAt the time of adherence evaluation.
Abbreviations: CML, chronic myeloid leukemia; TKI, tyrosine kinase inhibitor;
n, number; SD, standard deviation; MD, medical doctor.

the maximum 5 points (Table 1). One-third of the patients
scored nothing from the questions, which means they did
not understand their disease, how the medication works, or
the consequences of not taking the medicine as prescribed.
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Only 2% (n=2) of the patients scored the maximum 5 points.
There was no difference in patients’ knowledge in different
adherence levels.

Physician-related characteristics
Thirteen physicians were involved in the study. Twelve of
them were specialists in hematology and one in internal
medicine. The patients had had, on average, two MD visits
during the last 12 months (median: 2; range: 0–12). There
was no difference in the number of MD visits between different adherence levels. Two-thirds of the patients had a
long-term relationship with their physician (67%), while
the other 33% reported that their physician changed every
second visit (Table 2).

Experienced and observed adherence
Despite the high molecular response rates to TKI treatment,
adherence according to MMAS was not good in most of the
patients: less than a quarter (23%) of the patients showed
high adherence; 56% exhibited medium adherence; and
21% showed low adherence (Table 2). The distribution of
the eight items indicating nonadherent behaviors according
to the MMAS is shown in Figure 1. Unintentional nonadherence was common, particularly forgetting to take the
medication (48% of patients). One-fifth of the patients had
sometimes forgotten to bring along their medication when
leaving home or travelling. Patients in the present study had
a low level of intentional nonadherence behavior. Stopping
taking the medication when feeling worse after drug administration without telling the doctor was rare: only 11% had
done so. Twenty-two percent of the patients reported taking
their medication every day to be a real inconvenience.
There was a considerable difference between observed
and experienced adherence: 94% of the patients were highly
adherent according to the physicians’ assessment. The kappa
coefficient between the patients’ and physicians’ assessment
of adherence was extremely low (-0.004), indicating that
there was no agreement between the two assessments. Five
percent were assessed as medium adherent by physicians
and only 1% as low adherent. Compared to the patientreported adherence, the physicians’ assessments were too
optimistic in 73% of cases, realistic in 25% of cases, and
pessimistic in 2% of cases. In 17 cases (20% of the total
patient population), the physician had assessed the patient
as highly adherent, whereas the MMAS scored the patient
as low adherent. In 45 cases (52% of the patients), patients
who were medium adherent according to the MMAS were
assessed by the physician as highly adherent.
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Table 2 Adherence of CML patients to TKI treatment as measured by the MMAS scale (n=86)
Total, n (%)
Age (years), median (range)
Sex, n (%)
Male
Female
Time from diagnosis (years)
Mean (range)
Median
Medication, n (%)
Imatinib
Dasatinib
Nilotinib
Line, n (%)
First
Second
Third
Fourth
Long-term doctor relationship, n (%)
Yes
No
Treatment response, n (%)
PCyRa
CCyRb
MR3.0
MR4.0
MR4.5
MR5.0

MMAS 8 (high)

MMAS 6–7.75 (medium)

MMAS 6 (low)

Total, n (%)

20 (23)
62 (46–82)

48 (56)
58 (31–83)

18 (21)
49 (25–82)

86 (100)

11 (25)
9 (22)

23 (52)
25 (61)

10 (23)
8 (20)

44 (100)
42 (100)

4 (1–11)
3

6 (1–17)
6

5 (1–15)
3

16 (24)
1 (10)
3 (33)

40 (59)
6 (56)
3 (33)

12 (18)
3 (33)
3 (33)

68 (100)
9 (100)
9 (100)

12 (26)
5 (20)
3 (23)
0

26 (55)
12 (48)
10 (77)
0

9 (19)
8 (32)
0
1 (100)

47 (100)
25 (100)
13 (100)
1 (100)

15 (26)
5 (18)

31 (53)
17 (61)

12 (21)
6 (21)

58 (100)
28 (100)

0
3 (23)
9 (27)
4 (44)
0
4 (20)

3 (100)
10 (77)
14 (41)
4 (44)
7 (100)
10 (50)

0
0
11 (32)
1 (12)
0
6 (30)

3 (100)
13 (100)
34 (100)
9 (100)
7 (100)
20 (100)

Notes: Cytogenetic responses: Partial cytogenetic response (PCyR), Ph+ metaphases 1–35%. Complete cytogenetic response (CCyR), no Ph+ metaphases or less than
1% BCR-ABL1 positive nuclei by I-FISH. Molecular responses: MR3.0 = major molecular response = BCR-ABL1 0.01% (IS); MR4.0 = BCR-ABL1 0.01% (IS); MR4.5 = BCRABL1 0.0032% (IS); MR5.0 = BCR-ABL1 0.001% (IS).23 Response is assessed with a standardized real quantitative polymerase chain reaction and/or cytogenetics at 3 months,
6 months, and 12 months. BCR-ABL1 transcript levels 10% at 3 months, 1% at 6 months, and 0.1% from 12 months onward define optimal response, whereas 10% at
6 months and 1% from 12 months onward define failure. PCyR at 3 months and CCyR from 6 months onward define optimal response, whereas no CyR (Ph1+ 95%) at
3 months, less than PCyR at 6 months, and less than CCyR from 12 months onward define failure.23 aPh+ metaphases 1–35%. bNo Ph+ metaphases or less than 1% BCR-ABL1
positive nuclei by I-FISH.
Abbreviations: CML, chronic myeloid leukemia; TKI, tyrosine kinase inhibitor; MMAS, 8-item Morisky Medication Adherence Scale; n, number; CyR, cytogenetic response;
MR, molecular response; Ph+, Philadelphia chromosome-positive; IS, international scale; I-FISH, interphase fluorescence in situ hybridization.

n=41

Forgot to take medication
Forgot medication while traveling or leaving home

n=19

Feels confused by treatment plan

n=19
n=18

Intentionally did not take medication
n=16

Difficulty remembering to take all medication*

n=11

Stopped taking medication when feeling worse
Stopped medication when symptoms were under control

n=9

Did not take medication yesterday

n=4
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

Percentage
Figure 1 Nonadherent behaviors of CML patients on TKI medication as measured by items included in the MMAS (n=86).
Note: *Item contains a 5-point Likert scale (once in a while, sometimes, usually, all the time = 1 point; included in the figure).
Abbreviations: n, number; CML, chronic myeloid leukemia; TKI, tyrosine kinase inhibitor; MMAS, 8-item Morisky Medication Adherence Scale.
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Discussion
The present study employs a novel approach to adherence assessment by CML patients and their physicians.
We found the same, quite low patient-reported adherence
to TKI treatments that has been found in most previous
studies.7,12,14–16 However, in most of these cases with low
patient-experienced adherence, physicians estimated adherence to be high. Consequently, our findings suggest that there
is a discrepancy between patient-experienced and physicianobserved adherence. This finding was confirmed by the low
kappa value for inter-rater reliability.
One reason for this discrepancy in adherence estimates
by patients and their physicians may be clinical treatment
outcomes. Despite the low patient-reported adherence rate
assessed by MMAS, most of the patients (81%) had an
optimal molecular response to their treatment according to
European LeukemiaNet (ELN) 2013 Guidelines.23 Consequently, we assume that good clinical treatment outcomes
were the reason why the physicians gave a higher estimate
of adherence than the patients. On this basis, we also assume
that in many cases, physicians’ estimates of adherence are
based primarily on the evaluation of treatment outcomes,
as indicated by clinical laboratory tests. Our findings also
suggest that patient-experienced adherence can be low, even
though the clinical treatment response is optimal.
According to our findings, physicians seem to be too
optimistic in assessing their patients’ adherence. Previous
studies with other patient groups and medications show
that physicians are inaccurate in assessing adherence
and judging which patients are adherent and which are
not.15,24–26 When estimating the degree of adherence for
any particular patient group, physicians have been shown
to be accurate only 10%–40% of the time, for both medication and other treatments.27–29 In the Belgian ADAGIO
study15 physicians believed that, on average, 93% of CML
patients on imatinib were adherent during the first month
after diagnosis and that 87% were adherent after 1 year of
treatment.
Our findings indicate that most of the CML patients
involved in the study were willing to take their TKI medicines as prescribed. Thus, intentional nonadherence was rare
according to the MMAS measures used. The most common
reason was forgetting to take the TKI medicine. This indicates that CML patients may need support and practical aids
to help them manage their medications in everyday life. As
part of this, they should be better involved in their care by
providing them with a medication list and therapeutic plan.
According to our study findings, a few of the patients had a
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medication list and none knew about their therapeutic plan.
These simple tools could also increase patients’ knowledge
of CML as a disease and its treatment, which was found to
be poor in our study. Solving these medication managementrelated issues may require physicians to be more aware of a
range of factors related to adherence and self-management
of long-term diseases, such as CML, requiring patients’
active involvement.
Simple measures, such as the MMAS, might be helpful in
identifying some of the adherence problems in clinical practice.
MMAS is a short and easily used tool applicable to routine
practice. More important than the numeric value of adherence
is the information that the eight items provide about medicine
use. The MMAS’s eight items indicate the intentional and
unintentional reasons for nonadherence and could help physicians to evaluate adherence, identify adherence problems, and
discuss them with the patient. It is important to train physicians
and other health care providers about adherence and its role in
managing medication use in clinical practice.
CML has changed from a fatal to a chronic disease during
the last decade. Nowadays, the patient is fully responsible
for managing the treatment at home. This change presumes
a new type of cooperation partnership between the physician
and the patient. The physician is the medical expert when
it comes to the illness and its medication, while the patient
best understands his/her everyday life with the disease and
its treatment.30 It is important to understand the root causes
of patients’ nonadherence in order to encourage them to
take responsibility for their own treatment. Further research
is needed to understand these changes in the medication
management processes of CML patients arising from current
advances in pharmacotherapies.
The present study has some limitations. The study population covered 20% of the Finnish CML patient population
and involved 13 physicians specialized in CML care. Due
to the possibility of biasing factors, our results do not necessarily reflect the complete picture of TKI adherence in
Finland. There may possibly be more nonadherent patients
declining during the study enrolment period, thus resulting
in increased selection bias. However, the highly standardized
data gathering procedure and personal interviews conducted
by one person meant that there was no interobserver bias.
On the other hand, the method used to obtain physicians’
subjective assessments of their patients’ adherence is not
well standardized and includes the risk of interobservation
bias. In clinical practice, however, the high risk of a subjective overestimation of TKI adherence in individual patients
is more relevant.
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The eight-item MMAS shows three different adherence
rates. The patients who have the rating 2 or 3 (medium or
low) are not “fully adherent”. In our study, this portion was
77% of the patients. The patient needs to score all 8 points
to be highly adherent by the MMAS. This might influence
the results. The MMAS has not been specially developed
for the evaluation of medication adherence in CML patients,
although it is widely used in other chronic illnesses.19,20 It
would be interesting to validate a CML-specific adherence
scale in the future. Almost all of the physicians’ assessments
were “high adherence”, which caused bias in the comparison
between experienced and observed adherence. We were,
therefore, unable to perform any statistical analysis between
these two assessments. This should be addressed in future
studies.

Conclusion
The patient-reported adherence to TKI treatments in Finland
was found to be the same as that found in the majority of
previous studies, with 21% having poor adherence as measured by the MMAS. However, there seems to be a very
weak agreement between the patients’ and the physicians’
assessment of adherence, physicians having a tendency to
overestimate adherence in CML patients. This tendency may
be related to the finding that physicians based their adherence estimation primarily on the patients’ clinical treatment
response. Despite a good clinical response, patients may lack
knowledge of CML as a disease and its treatment with TKIs,
as well as access to a treatment plan and medication list.
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Table S1 Morisky Medication Adherence Scale (8-item)
You indicated that you are taking medication(s) for your chronic myelogenous leukemia. Individuals have identified several issues
regarding their medication-taking behavior and we are interested in your experiences. There is no right or wrong answer. Please
answer each question based on your personal experience with your chronic myelogenous leukemia medication.
(Please check your response below)
No=1

Yes=0

1. Do you sometimes forget to take your chronic myelogenous leukemia medication(s)?
2. People sometimes miss taking their medications for reasons other than forgetting. Thinking over the past 2 weeks, were
there any days when you did not take your chronic myelogenous leukemia medication(s)?
3. Have you ever cut back or stopped taking your medication(s) without telling your doctor, because you felt worse when you
took it?
4. When you travel or leave home, do you sometimes forget to bring along your chronic myelogenous leukemia medication(s)?
5. Did you take your chronic myelogenous leukemia medication(s) yesterday?
6. When you feel like your chronic myelogenous leukemia is under control, do you sometimes stop taking your medication(s)?
7. Taking medication(s) every day is a real inconvenience for some people. Do you ever feel hassled about sticking to your
chronic myelogenous leukemia treatment plan?
8. How often do you have difficulty remembering to take all your medication(s)?
(Please circle the correct number)
Never/Rarely........................................... 4
Once in a while....................................... 3
Sometimes.............................................. 2
Usually................................................... 1
All the time............................................ 0
© Morisky Medication Adherence Scale (MMAS-8-Item). Use of the ©MMAS is protected by US copyright laws. Permission for use is required. A license agreement is available
from Donald E Morisky, ScD, ScM, MSPH, Professor, Department of Community Health Sciences, UCLA School of Public Health, 650 Charles E Young Drive South, Los
Angeles, CA 90095-1772, USA.

Table S2 Physicians’ assessment of chronic myeloid leukemia patients’ adherence on the basis of the doctor–patient relationship
1. The patient uses the medication as prescribed and has no problems.
2. Problems in adherence to medication are possible.
3. The patient does not follow the treatment as prescribed. There are problems in medication use. Adherence to the medication is not optimal.

Table S3 Questions to evaluate CML patient’s knowledge of the disease and TKI treatment
Question 1. What is CML?
Question 2. What has happened in your body (the cause of CML)?
Question 3. What does the TKI medication do in your body (how does the medication work)?
Question 4. What kind of side effects might the medication cause?
Question 5. (Have you talked with your doctor?) What happens if you skip a dose/stop taking your TKI medication?
Notes: Each question has a value of 1 point. The total score will range from 0–5.
Abbreviations: CML, chronic myeloid leukemia; TKI, tyrosine kinase inhibitor.
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